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I Love You Because Youre You
A sweet story about the love between a mother rabbit and her baby, perfect for sharing with
loved ones. It makes me feel so happy when you say, "Mommy, I love you." Now I'll tell you all
the reasons why I love you, too. In this heartwarming picture book, a mother rabbit tells her
child all the reasons she loves her, from seeing her child bouncing and jumping around,
playing hide-and-seek, splashing in puddles, playing with friends, telling the Mom that her
stories are the best, getting cuddly hugs and tickly kisses, and watching the moon rise each
night. The simple text and beautiful illustrations make this book perfect for sharing at storytime.
When was the last time you listened to someone, or someone really listened to you? "If you’re
like most people, you don’t listen as often or as well as you’d like. There’s no one better
qualified than a talented journalist to introduce you to the right mindset and skillset—and this
book does it with science and humor." -Adam Grant, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Originals and Give and Take **Hand picked by Malcolm Gladwell, Adam Grant, Susan Cain,
and Daniel Pink for Next Big Ideas Club** "An essential book for our times." -Lori Gottlieb, New
York Times bestselling author of Maybe You Should Talk to Someone At work, we’re taught to
lead the conversation. On social media, we shape our personal narratives. At parties, we talk
over one another. So do our politicians. We’re not listening. And no one is listening to us.
Despite living in a world where technology allows constant digital communication and
opportunities to connect, it seems no one is really listening or even knows how. And it’s
making us lonelier, more isolated, and less tolerant than ever before. A listener by trade, New
York Times contributor Kate Murphy wanted to know how we got here. In this always
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illuminating and often humorous deep dive, Murphy explains why we’re not listening, what it’s
doing to us, and how we can reverse the trend. She makes accessible the psychology,
neuroscience, and sociology of listening while also introducing us to some of the best listeners
out there (including a CIA agent, focus group moderator, bartender, radio producer, and top
furniture salesman). Equal parts cultural observation, scientific exploration, and rousing call to
action that's full of practical advice, You're Not Listening is to listening what Susan Cain's Quiet
was to introversion. It’s time to stop talking and start listening.
Give your aunt a Personalized Gift She'll Love! Your aunt will treasure this fill in the blank book.
Prompts on the right side are easy to fill in! Pages on the right can be left blank or can be used
for photos, stickers, sweet quotes, extra thoughts, messages and magazine cut-outs, or
drawings. Your aunt will appreciate that you spent the time to make her a loving gift! Simple
and sweet prompts will make filling out this book easy: You are better than a _________ You
taught me how to _________ You should win the best _________ award I love when my you
and I ________ together And many more! Your aunt will love it when you take the time to give
her something truly thoughtful. This sweet book will take less than an hour to fill out but will
show your aunt how much you appreciate her! This fill in the blank love book for Aunts is
perfect for: Aunt Birthday Gift Aunt Valentine Gift Aunt Appreciation Gift Aunt fill-in-blank book
from Kids Aunt fill in book from niece or nephew Kid Gifts for aunt Order Today!
Help your kids give their Mommy a personalized gift she'll love! Mom will treasure this fill in the
blank book. Prompts on the right side are easy to fill in for kids and are also perfect for adult
children. Pages on the left can be remain blank or can be used for photos, stickers, magazine
cut-outs, or drawings. Your Mom will appreciate that you spent the time to make her a loving
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gift! Simple and sweet prompts will make filling out this book easy: You are better than a
_________ You taught me how to _________ You are there for me when _______ I love when
we ________ together And many more! (There are 22 total; enough to make a nice book, but
not too many to make it hard to fill out) This personalized book will take less than an hour to fill
out but will show your Mom how much you appreciate her! This fill in book for Mom is perfect
for: Mother's Day Birthday, Valentine or Christmas gift Fill in book from adult daughter or son
Kid gift for Mom Order Today!
Letting go is not a process that comes naturally to us. In a world that teaches us to cling to
what we love at all costs, there is an undeniable art to moving on - and it's one that we are
constantly relearning. In this series of honest and poignant essays, Heidi Priebe explores the
harsh reality of what it means to let go of the people and situations we love most - often before
we are ready to - and how to embrace what comes next.
Give Mimi a Personalized Gift She'll Love! Mimi will treasure this fill in the blank book. Prompts
on the right side are easy to fill in for kids and are also perfect for adult children. You can use
one word, a phrase or there is plenty of room to share a story, memory or additional thoughts
Pages on the right can be left blank or can be used for photos, stickers, magazine cut-outs, or
drawings. Your Mimi will appreciate that you spent the time to make her a loving gift! Simple
and sweet prompts will make filling out this book easy: You are better than a _________ You
taught me how to _________ You should win the best _________ award I love when my you
and I ________ together And many more! Mimis love it when you take the time to give her
something truly thoughtful. This sweet book will take less than an hour to fill out but will show
your Mimi how much you appreciate her! This fill in the blank love book for Mimi is perfect for:
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Mimi's Birthday Gift Mimi's Valentine Gift Mimi Mothers Day Gift, Nan Gifts or Mimi
Appreciation Gift Mimi fill-in-blank book from Grandkids Best Mimi Gifts Mimi fill in book from
Granddaughter or Grandson Grandmother fill in book from Adult Son Grandchildren Gifts for
Mimi Mimi Christmas Gift Order Today!
A self-described Francophile from when he was little, Rosecrans Baldwin always dreamed of
living in Paris—drinking le café, eating les croissants, walking in les jardins—so when an
opportunity presented itself to work for an advertising agency in Paris, he couldn't turn it down.
Despite the fact that he had no experience in advertising. And despite the fact that he barely
spoke French. After an unimaginable amount of red tape and bureaucracy, Rosecrans and his
wife packed up their Brooklyn apartment and left the Big Apple for the City of Light. But when
they arrived, things were not eactly what Rosecrans remembered from a family vacation when
he was nine years old. Paris, I Love You but You're Bringing Me Down is a nimble comic
account of observing the French capital from the inside out. It is an exploration of the Paris of
Sarkozy, text-message romances, smoking bans, and a McDonald's beneath the Louvre—the
story of an American who arrives loving Paris all out of proportion, but finds life there to be
completely unlike what he expected. Over eighteen months, Rosecrans must rely on his
dogged American optimism to get him through some very unromantic situations—at work
(writing booklets on how to breast-feed, raise, and nurture children), at home (trying to finish
writing his first novel in an apartment surrounded on all sides by construction workers), and at
every confusing French dinner party in between. An offbeat update to the expat canon, Paris, I
Love You is a book about a young man finding his preconceptions replaced by the oddities of a
vigorous, nervy city—which is just what he needs to fall in love with Paris for the second time.
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A long time ago a wise man named Shaddai built a wonderful village for children to live in. He
talked to them and sang for them and told them stories. He gave them everything they needed.
And with his own hands Shaddai built a protective wall around their village, rock by rock. He
did all of this for just one reason—because he loved them. One day Paladin, the village's most
curious child, discovers something troubling about the wall. Something that makes him wonder
about Shaddai's love. Could there be a mistake? Young Paladin is about to discover the
answer. And when he does, he will come to understand just how deeply he is loved. And so
will you. Everything God does for your children, He does because of love. He protects them.
He listens to their prayers. He provides for their needs. He even gives warnings and sets
boundaries—for no other reason than love. As an adult you already know this. Now your
children can know it too through this captivating tale, which was first published in the awardwinning children's bestseller Tell Me the Story. Let this timeless story of a curious boy's choice
and a caring man's sacrificial response help you make the infinite love of their Heavenly Father
as real to your kids as your own love. Because they need to understand about Him what you
have already learned—that everything God does throughout our lives, He does for one reason
only, and for the best reason of all: "Because I Love You."
From the creators of the bestselling I Love You Because You're You comes a sequel that
grandmothers will cherish forever!
Illustrations and rhyming text describe how a parent and child complement one another.
I Love You Because You're You (A StoryPlay Book)Scholastic Inc.
Collects five picture books celebrating love.
*A People Top 10 Book of 2018* The New York Times essayist and author of We Learn
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Nothing, Tim Kreider trains his singular power of observation on his (often befuddling)
relationships with women. Psychologists have told him he’s a psychologist. Philosophers have
told him he’s a philosopher. Religious groups have invited him to speak. He had a cult
following as a cartoonist. But, above all else, Tim Kreider is an essayist—one whose deft prose,
uncanny observations, dark humor, and emotional vulnerability have earned him deserved
comparisons to David Sedaris, Sarah Vowell, and the late David Foster Wallace (who was
himself a fan of Kreider’s humor). “Beautifully written, with just enough humor to balance his
spikiness” (Booklist), I Wrote This Book Because I Love You focuses Tim’s unique perception
and wit on his relationships with women—romantic, platonic, and the murky in-between. He
talks about his difficulty finding lasting love and seeks to understand his commitment issues by
tracking down the John Hopkins psychologist who tested him for a groundbreaking study on
attachment when he was a toddler. He talks about his valued female friendships, one of which
landed him on a circus train bound for Mexico. He talks about his time teaching young women
at an upstate New York college, and the profound lessons they wound up teaching him. And in
a hugely popular essay that originally appeared in The New York Times, he talks about his
nineteen-year-old cat, wondering if it’s the most enduring relationship he’ll ever have. “In a
style reminiscent of Orwell, E.B. White and David Sedaris” (The New York Times Book
Review), each of these pieces is “heartbreaking, brutal, and hilarious” (Judd Apatow), and
collectively they cement Kreider’s place among the best essayists working today.
ONE OF THE MOST LOVED NOVELS OF THE DECADE. A long-lost book reappears,
mysteriously connecting an old man searching for his son and a girl seeking a cure for her
widowed mother's loneliness. Leo Gursky taps his radiator each evening to let his upstairs
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neighbor know he’s still alive. But it wasn’t always like this: in the Polish village of his youth,
he fell in love and wrote a book…Sixty years later and half a world away, fourteen-year-old
Alma, who was named after a character in that book, undertakes an adventure to find her
namesake and save her family. With virtuosic skill and soaring imaginative power, Nicole
Krauss gradually draws these stories together toward a climax of "extraordinary depth and
beauty" (Newsday).
Go Because I Love You, the debut poetry collection by Jared Harél, is a book of arrivals and
departures. It is about childhood and parenthood, desire and obligation, about who we love
and how we stay. Through a series of poems which interweave the domestic and daily with the
political and historical, Harél crafts a portrait of 21st-century American life that is humorous,
haunting and utterly human.
Give your Best Friend a personalized gift she'll love! Your BFF will treasure this fill in the blank
book. Prompts on the right side are easy to fill and will work for all ages. Pages on the left can
be remain blank or can be used for photos, stickers, magazine cut-outs, or drawings. Your
Bestie will appreciate that you spent the time to make her a loving gift! Simple and sweet
prompts will make filling out this book easy: I love that we have the same _________ You have
an amazing talent for _________ You bring more _______ into my life I love when we
________ together And many more! (There are 22 total; enough to make a nice book, but not
too many to make it hard to fill out) This personalized book will take less than an hour to fill out
but will show your Best Friend how much you appreciate her! Order Today!
Blank lined notebooks are great for journaling, recording thoughts, memories, or inspirational
quotes. Use this notebook in school, business meetings, church or anywhere you need to keep
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track of important thoughts. Journals are perfect gifts for friends, family, coaches, or anyone
who loves to stay organized and jot down important notes in a fun and inspiring notebook. 6x9
Paperback Bound Notebook 150 Lined Pages Great gift for the that special person who loves
thoughtful gifts. Find other designs by selecting the hyperlink for "Funerific Journals" near the
top of this listing.
Tackling relationships, career, and family issues, John Kim, LMFT, thinks of himself as a lifestyledesigner, not a therapist. His radical new approach, that he sometimes calls “self-help in a
shot glass” is easy, real, and to the point. He helps people make changes to their lives so that
personal growth happens organically, just by living. Let’s face it, therapy is a luxury. Few of us
have the time or money to devote to going to an office every week. With anecdotes illustrating
principles in action (in relatable and sometimes irreverent fashion) and stand-alone practices
and exercises, Kim gives readers the tools and directions to focus on what's right with them
instead of what's wrong. When John Kim was going through the end of a relationship, he
began blogging as The Angry Therapist, documenting his personal journey post-divorce.
Traditional therapists avoid transparency, but Kim preferred the language of "me too" as
opposed to "you should." He blogged about his own shortcomings, revelations, views on
relationships, and the world. He spoke a different therapeutic language —open, raw, and at
times subversive — and people responded. The Angry Therapist blog, that inspired this book,
has been featured in The Atlantic Monthly and on NPR.
A mother fox describes how she loves her son no matter how he feels or what he does. On
board pages.
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother secretly rocks him each night as he
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sleeps.
Introducing StoryPlay Books--the smart way to read and play together! StoryPlay Books offer
fun ways to engage with little ones during story time and playtime with prompts and activities
that everyone will love! Each quality story will delight readers while building early literacy skills
for ages 3-5 by helping them develop: problem-solving abilities, reading comprehension, social
development, pre-reading skills, memory strengthand more! Each book includes story-related
games and crafts to extend the reading experience. Teachers agree that StoryPlay Books are
perfect for parents looking to stimulate and engage their kids at home while having fun
together! Each book also shines a spotlight on important topics for this age. I Love You
Because You're You -- a sweet, rhyming story about the love between a little fox and his
mother -- focuses on emotions. Are you ready to start reading the StoryPlay way? Ready. Set.
Smart!
Join this cuddly bear family as they learn about all the ways we love each other . . . just
because.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than one million copies sold! A “brilliant” (Lupita
Nyong’o, Time), “poignant” (Entertainment Weekly), “soul-nourishing” (USA Today) memoir
about coming of age during the twilight of apartheid “Noah’s childhood stories are told with all
the hilarity and intellect that characterizes his comedy, while illuminating a dark and brutal
period in South Africa’s history that must never be forgotten.”—Esquire Winner of the Thurber
Prize for American Humor and an NAACP Image Award • Named one of the best books of the
year by The New York Time, USA Today, San Francisco Chronicle, NPR, Esquire, Newsday,
and Booklist Trevor Noah’s unlikely path from apartheid South Africa to the desk of The Daily
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Show began with a criminal act: his birth. Trevor was born to a white Swiss father and a black
Xhosa mother at a time when such a union was punishable by five years in prison. Living proof
of his parents’ indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly indoors for the earliest years of his life,
bound by the extreme and often absurd measures his mother took to hide him from a
government that could, at any moment, steal him away. Finally liberated by the end of South
Africa’s tyrannical white rule, Trevor and his mother set forth on a grand adventure, living
openly and freely and embracing the opportunities won by a centuries-long struggle. Born a
Crime is the story of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless young man as he
struggles to find himself in a world where he was never supposed to exist. It is also the story of
that young man’s relationship with his fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious mother—his
teammate, a woman determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and
abuse that would ultimately threaten her own life. The stories collected here are by turns
hilarious, dramatic, and deeply affecting. Whether subsisting on caterpillars for dinner during
hard times, being thrown from a moving car during an attempted kidnapping, or just trying to
survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high school, Trevor illuminates his curious world
with an incisive wit and unflinching honesty. His stories weave together to form a moving and
searingly funny portrait of a boy making his way through a damaged world in a dangerous time,
armed only with a keen sense of humor and a mother’s unconventional, unconditional love.
Shares stories, conversations, meditations, and poetry meant to inspire a personal inquiry into
the nature of love.
Give Your Husband a Personalized Gift he'll Love! Husband will treasure this fill in the blank
book. Prompts on the right side are easy to fill in for kids and are also perfect for adult children.
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Pages on the right can be left blank or can be used for photos, stickers, magazine cut-outs, or
drawings. Your Husband will appreciate that you spent the time to make him a loving gift!
Simple and sweet prompts will make filling out this book easy: You are better than a
_________ You taught me how to _________ You should win the best _________ award I
love when my you and I ________ togethis And many more! Husbands love it when you take
the time to give him something truly thoughtful. This sweet book will take less than an hour to
fill out but will show your Husband how much you appreciate him! This fill in the blank love
book for Husband is perfect for: Husband's Birthday Gift Husband's Valentine Gift Husband
Appreciation Gift Husband fill-in-blank book from Kids Husband fill in book from Adult Daughter
Husband fill in book from Adult Son Kid Gifts for Husband Husband Christmas Gift Order
Today!
Eight weeks after sixteen-year-old Andie Hamilton gives her virginity to her best friend, "the
stick" says she's pregnant. Her friends treat her like she's carrying the plague, her classmates
torture and ridicule her, and the boy she thought loved her doesn't even care. Afraid to
experience the next seven months alone, she turns to her ex-boyfriend, Neil Donaghue, a darkhaired, blue-eyed player. With him, she finds comfort and the support she desperately needs to
make the hardest decision of her life: whether or not to keep the baby.Then a tragic accident
leads Andie to discover Neil's keeping a secret that could dramatically alter their lives, and
she's forced to make a choice. But after hearing her son's heartbeat for the first time, she
doesn't know how she'll ever be able to let go.
Poignant, romantic, and the perfect way to say "I love you" The love you share is unlike any
other. With that in mind comes this delightful gift book from acclaimed author and illustrator
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Marianne Richmond, Celebrating your relationship in a joyful way, the heartfelt sentiments and
signature art are the perfect expression of your love. Tell the one you love exactly how you
feel. Sample text includes: •I love you because you're my life mate, soul mate, playmate, and
friend. •I love you because you're you...and I love you and me as US
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Small Great Things and A Spark of
Light comes a “powerful” (The Washington Post) novel about the choices that alter the course
of our lives. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY MARIE CLAIRE
Everything changes in a single moment for Dawn Edelstein. She’s on a plane when the flight
attendant makes an announcement: Prepare for a crash landing. She braces herself as
thoughts flash through her mind. The shocking thing is, the thoughts are not of her husband
but of a man she last saw fifteen years ago: Wyatt Armstrong. Dawn, miraculously, survives
the crash, but so do all the doubts that have suddenly been raised. She has led a good life.
Back in Boston, there is her husband, Brian, their beloved daughter, and her work as a death
doula, in which she helps ease the transition between life and death for her clients. But
somewhere in Egypt is Wyatt Armstrong, who works as an archaeologist unearthing ancient
burial sites, a career Dawn once studied for but was forced to abandon when life suddenly
intervened. And now, when it seems that fate is offering her second chances, she is not as
sure of the choice she once made. After the crash landing, the airline ensures that the
survivors are seen by a doctor, then offers transportation to wherever they want to go. The
obvious destination is to fly home, but she could take another path: return to the archaeological
site she left years before, reconnect with Wyatt and their unresolved history, and maybe even
complete her research on The Book of Two Ways—the first known map of the afterlife. As the
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story unfolds, Dawn’s two possible futures unspool side by side, as do the secrets and doubts
long buried with them. Dawn must confront the questions she’s never truly asked: What does
a life well lived look like? When we leave this earth, what do we leave behind? Do we make
choices . . . or do our choices make us? And who would you be if you hadn’t turned out to be
the person you are right now?
WITH FEATURETTES FROM NICHOLAS SPARKS AND THE MOVIE CAST, DELETED
SCENES, MUSIC VIDEO, AND MORE! IN THEATERS OCTOBER 17, 2014! Starring Michelle
Monaghan, James Marsden, Luke Bracey, and Liana Liberator "Everyone wanted to believe
that endless love was possible. She'd believed in it once, too, back when she was eighteen." In
the spring of 1984, high school students Amanda Collier and Dawson Cole fell deeply,
irrevocably in love. Though they were from opposite sides of the tracks, their love for one
another seemed to defy the realities of life in the small town of Oriental, North Carolina. But as
the summer of their senior year came to a close, unforeseen events would tear the young
couple apart, setting them on radically divergent paths. Now, twenty-five years later, Amanda
and Dawson are summoned back to Oriental for the funeral of Tuck Hostetler, the mentor who
once gave shelter to their high school romance. Neither has lived the life they imagined . . .
and neither can forget the passionate first love that forever changed their lives. As Amanda
and Dawson carry out the instructions Tuck left behind for them, they realize that everything
they thought they knew -- about Tuck, about themselves, and about the dreams they held dear
-- was not as it seemed. Forced to confront painful memories, the two former lovers will
discover undeniable truths about the choices they have made. And in the course of a single,
searing weekend, they will ask of the living, and the dead: Can love truly rewrite the past?
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A Troll-tastic deluxe paintbox book featuring 16 fantastic watercolors! This deluxe paint box
book, based on the DreamWorks Animation movie Trolls and TV series Trolls: The Beat Goes
On, features 64 images to paint, a paintbrush, and 16 different watercolor paints! Boys and
girls ages 3 to 7 will love bringing Poppy, Branch, and all their Troll friends to life with color!
Like an extended valentine, I Like You, I Love You is an illustrated ode to the feelings of
seeking, finding, and falling in love. Knowing drawings by artist Carissa Potter pop off each
page, illustrating all the moments between meeting that special someone ("I like you"), falling
for them ("I like-like you"), and finding the comfort of devotion ("I love you"). Potter's unique
visual voice brings humor, reality, and poignancy to this universal human narrative, ensuring
that everyone who has known love will recognize themselves in her relatable artwork. Seeming
to say it all with a knowing nod, this charming little love letter of a ebook is ideal for romantics
who are crushing, committed, or anywhere in between.
Give your Sister a Personalized Gift she'll Love! Your Sister will treasure this fill in the blank
book. Prompts on the right side are easy to fill in. Pages on the left can be remain blank or can
be used for photos, stickers, magazine cut-outs, or drawings. Your Sister will appreciate that
you spent the time to make her a loving gift! Simple and sweet prompts will make filling out ther
book easy: You make the best ________ You make me laugh when you _________ I love that
we have the same _________ I wish I could ___________ as well as you do And many more!
Sisters love it when you take the time to give her something truly thoughtful. This sweet book
will take less than an hour to fill out but will show your Sister how much you appreciate her!
A beautifully emotional and unforgettably steamy new contemporary romance from New York
Times and USA Today bestseller Roni Loren Everyone knows Miz Poppy, the vibrant reviewer
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whose commentary brightens the New Orleans nightlife. But no one knows Hollyn Tate, the
real face behind the media star...or the anxiety that keeps her isolated. All her life, Hollyn's
tried to hide her true self behind an online façade, but when her boss tells her she needs to
reveal the truth to the world or lose her job, she's forced to rely on an unexpected source to
help face her fears. Enter Jasper Deares: actor, newly minted fake boyfriend, and way, way out
of her league. Hollyn thinks Jasper must be joking when he offers private lessons to help
overcome her fears. Getting up on a stage? Hello, worst nightmare. But Jasper's infectious
charm has her saying yes despite herself. They're only supposed to be playing a few improv
games, but as the lessons run longer and the lines grow blurrier, Hollyn can't help but wonder if
she's acting at all...or if a relationship with Jasper might help give her the confidence she
needs to say yes to every imperfect part of herself. "Will leave readers breathless... A mustread."—Publishers Weekly STARRED Review for The One You Fight For
Yay! It's Valentine's Day! Let your other half know you love them to the moon and back!
Everyone loves to be appreciated and Valentine's Day is a great opportunity to tell your partner
how much they mean to you. Don't forget that your special someone puts up with you every
day... they simply deserve appreciation! :) Fantastic Valentine's Day Gift Space for
Personalized Love Notes Unique Love Expression Book - full of reasons why you love your
partner Premium Mate Cover Locally Printed on High Quality Paper What's inside the book ? 52 beautifully designed pages with colorful graphics - First part of the book contains many
gorgeous 'why I love you reasons' for example: "I love you because every day you show me
how to live a better life" or "I love you because you are cute when you are grumpy" and more. Second part is quite cheeky, it's for your partner to write and cut off personalized Love Notes
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they can give to you. This beautiful 'reasons why I love you book' is also perfect as Wedding
and Anniversary Gift but don't limit yourself only to special occasions, your loved one will
appreciate this Unique Gift any time of the year. Lots of Love from La Fabbrica Bella Have a
Fantastic Day!
The Couple's Bucket List Book that creates conversations, nourishes closeness, and ignites
intimacy We all know that couple. The one that has this ease about it. They have been
together forever, but they look at each other in that specific wonderful way. They walk along
next to each other, holding hands. They talk, they laugh, they dream, they accomplish. They
are each other's best friend. They are bonded, and life is a gift they explore together. WHAT IS
THEIR SECRET? Their secret is that they have together created a relationship that makes
spending time together and working with each other THE PRIORITY. Would you like to add
excitement and closeness to your current relationship? Do you want a partnership that you can
grow and flourish? Those relationships don't just happen. They require work and focus and
goals and togetherness. Because I Love You helps the two of you create goals with a couples
bucket list while also providing opportunities for intimacy creating conversations. There are fifty
days of bucket list goals within these pages. Each has a place for you to write and plan
something you want to do together. Use this to create your relationship aspirations, your travel
desires, plans for your home and your family. Scheme and dream and plan for the life you want
and the things you want to experience together. The second part of each day is a question
meant to create conversations that will guide you in learning more about yourself and each
other. These are learning moments intended to promote sharing and listening and vulnerability.
Finding a way to express ourselves and our needs to the most important person in our world
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creates opportunities for growth and understanding and intimacy. It prevents barriers, makes it
easier to talk, and it will help develop a habit of spending intentional time together. CREATE
THE RELATIONSHIP THE TWO OF YOU DESERVE AND DESIRE THROUGH THE POWER
OF MUTUAL GOALS AND CONVERSATION Because I Love You is the tool you are looking
for to guide you in the planning of your fun and mutual experiences and create compelling and
memorable conversations with the one you love. Part Bucket List and Part Conversation
Creator, this workbook will lead you to a bond that is connected, intimate, and more fulfilling.
Because I Love You is perfect for both long term and new relationships and is the perfect
anniversary or engagement gift or just a loving way to say, "I choose you." Jeffrey Mason's
Because I Love You is a wonderfully simplistic but powerful workbook created to help couples
create a strong, loving partnership. This book's 50-day journey of journaling, connecting, goalsetting, plus the additional lists, quotes, and activities provided are treasures all by themselves.
I cannot recommend this book enough.---- Deidra Pool This book has helped me learn things
about my partner that I did know in our 8 years together. ---- Michael Syrus So smart and so
much fun.---- Pamela Carter Winston Was so helpful in helping us create a plan to achieve our
relationship goals.---- Rick Wilson Lovely. Just lovely.---- Karen Welch I have given this book
as a gift to so many couples and each and every single one has loved it. --- Sarah Cousins Buy
this book and you will have fun, share stories, and maybe find that love you've always dreamed
of. ---Cynthia Warsaw
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A special 20th anniversary edition of the beloved book
that changed millions of lives—with a new afterword by the author Maybe it was a grandparent,
or a teacher, or a colleague. Someone older, patient and wise, who understood you when you
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were young and searching, helped you see the world as a more profound place, gave you
sound advice to help you make your way through it. For Mitch Albom, that person was Morrie
Schwartz, his college professor from nearly twenty years ago. Maybe, like Mitch, you lost track
of this mentor as you made your way, and the insights faded, and the world seemed colder.
Wouldn't you like to see that person again, ask the bigger questions that still haunt you, receive
wisdom for your busy life today the way you once did when you were younger? Mitch Albom
had that second chance. He rediscovered Morrie in the last months of the older man's life.
Knowing he was dying, Morrie visited with Mitch in his study every Tuesday, just as they used
to back in college. Their rekindled relationship turned into one final “class”: lessons in how to
live. Tuesdays with Morrie is a magical chronicle of their time together, through which Mitch
shares Morrie's lasting gift with the world.
Steve Harvey, the host of the nationally syndicated Steve Harvey Morning Show, can't count
the number of impressive women he's met over the years, whether it's through the "Strawberry
Letters" segment of his program or while on tour for his comedy shows. Yet when it comes to
relationships, they can't figure out what makes men tick. Why? According to Steve it's because
they're asking other women for advice when no one but another man can tell them how to find
and keep a man. In Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man, Steve lets women inside the mindset of
a man and sheds light on concepts and questions such as: The Ninety Day Rule: Ford requires
it of its employees. Should you require it of your man? The five questions every woman should
ask a man to determine how serious he is. And much more . . . Sometimes funny, sometimes
direct, but always truthful, Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man is a book you must read if you
want to understand how men think when it comes to relationships.
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